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Parole Review

Defer (for 9 Months)

If you are recommended for a parole grant/release, the time frame within which you shall be released, as established by the
Chairperson of the Parole Commission, shall be reflected in the grant!order.
GENERAL REASONS FOR ACTION TAKEN

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

You have developed an adequate plan, but will need Agent's verification.
Your institutional conduct has been satisfactory.
Your program participation has been satisfactory.
Release at this time would involve an unreasonable risk to the public.
You have NOT served sufficient time for punishment.

COMMISSION COMMENTS

At the time of last review, conducted at OCI, you were endorsed for outside the fence work placement. Since that time
you transitioned back to a non fenced site. You arrived at CCC in February 2015 and have been working in the Kitchen
where you worked up to a Lead Cook position. This is viewed as progress. The Parole Commission plans to further
monitor your adjustment at this site before endorsing work in the community. Your institution adjustment has remained
excellent over a protracted period of time and as a result you were able to transition to minimum custody with placement
at TCC for a one year kitchen commitment. You resided at TCC for over seven months with excellent work evaluations.
In August 2011 you were recommended for a grant and the Chairperson amended that to a 12 month deferment. The
increased deferment resulted in transfer to OCI and you responded to that decision in a positive manner. Shortly after
arriving at OCI you obtained a job in the kitchen and reached the two year limit You then worked as a Unit
Janitor. During that two year period in the Kitchen you received many excellent evaluations identifying your hard work,
committed work ethic, leadership abilities and willingness to take on additional duties. Your response to that adverse
situation indicates you're utilizing a productive thought process and that demonstrates maturity on your part. Your mom
passed away since the time of last review and you feel blessed to have been afforded time with her at the nursing home
before she passed. Although it's difficult to lose a parent, you've handled the situation productively which also
demonstrates a commitment to the changes you profess to have made. This is your 3rd incarceration and 28 yrs 2
months has been served of a 64 year sentence structure for '87 Armed Robbery (30 yrs CC) and '88 Escape, 3 counts
False Imprisonment and OVWOC (34yrs). You had an extensive criminal hx leading up to those offenses and that hx
included '72 Robbery, '75 Armed Robbery, '76 Forgery, '76 PTAC Burglary, '76 Possession of Burglary Tools, '82 Armed
Robbery and '82 Escape. The 1982 Escape involved walking away during an on grounds/outside the fence work detail.
The current offenses entail being on parole for Armed Robbery and then committing another one by entering a store,
displaying a gun and demanding money. While in court, you ran from the courtroom and took a vehicle with three
occupants. You indicated to them that you would let them out as soon as possible; however you were trying to run from
people that were trying to kill you. You have reported that you fashioned a gun out of a candy bar, soap and a paper
chip bag with the intent to run away from the jail. Taking the car wasn't part of your plan; however due to the urgency of
the situation you needed to get away fast To your credit you let the occupants out of the vehicle a couple of blocks
away and then attempted to flee. When you noticed the police cars you pulled into a parking lot with the hopes of waiting
for things to settle down. In the parking lot you came head to head with a police car and when trying to leave there was
a collision between the police car and the car you had stolen. You have a 30 year CS probation term for related
matters. You were 33 y10 at the time and had a deeply entrenched pattern of criminality. You detailed that as a young kid
you fashioned a scheme to steal money so you could go on a trip with friends. That was the beginning to taking
shortcuts and finding the easy way to fund your desires. You don't blame addictions or anything else for your actions.
Instead you highlight what you learned in treatment about your distorted cognitions and how you've used the information
to turn your life around. You've completed AODA, CGIP and a HSED; there are no identified programs remaining.
Today we reviewed the outcome of the COMPAS assessment. A check of your accounts indicates that you've satisfied
all obligations and you've saved approximately $1752. You were previously approved to live with a friend in
Oconomowoc; however that friend has moved to Watertown so the PRI will need to be updated in the future. You're still
proposing to reside with the same friend You're remorseful for your crimes and the trauma you put the victim's through.
You're focused on maintaining the positive changes you've made and using the tools learned throughout your years in
Corrections. The Parole Commission would like to see you serve additional time noting the seriousness of your crimes
and your extensive criminal hx. Serving additional time in a productive manner, achieving reduced custody with work
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release and further preparing for release will help to demonstrate a mitigated level of risk. It is noted that you have
obtained your Drivers License, Birth Certificate and SS Card.
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